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too. Nevertheless the idea of con
tinuity and recycling is prevalent in
our business thinking, as well as in
poetry, philosophy and many religions.
We sense it intuitively, and seem to be
programmed to act out our beliefs and
have our beliefs reinforced by our acts.
Since that is the pulse of our activities
we are probably bound to repeat the
sins and graces of our conditioning.
Periodicity, after all, is one of the
basic postulates of accounting, reiter
ated in the new FASB Statement of
Financial Accounting Concepts No. 1
(Par. 42), and evolving logically from
Maritime dwellers, other than those through the acronyms. This is not the our ancestral agrarian economy or
simple creatures like coquina and bar first year for consideration of price from those ocean rovers who put out to
nacles and the sidewise-scuttling fid level adjustments, or for that matter sea on merchant ventures.
dlercrabs whose very livelihood de this decade does not mark the begin
Classic reoccurrences in accounting
pends on the ocean’s rise and fall, seem ning of a search for a conceptual are the pronouncements on leases.
indifferent to the tides. They are framework. In 1961 the AICPA First treated in the AICPA Bulletin
bored, or at best amused, by the vaca published Accounting Research Study No. 38 (1949), they were further
tioning child whose sandcastle on No. 1, The Basic Postulates of Account defined by APB Opinions No. 5
yesterday’s dry ridge of beach has been ing, developed by Maurice Moonitz as (lessees, 1964) and No. 7 (lessors,
inundated by today’s wet and running Director of Accounting Research for 1966). In 1976 FASB No. 13 made all
sea. Longtime coastal residents whose the Institute. The following year pro of the preceding statements obsolete
work is not related to the ocean are duced ARS No. 3, A Tentative Set of but has itself been subjected to a dizzy
oblivious to its semidiurnal cycle, and Broad Accounting Principles for Busi ing succession of amendments and in
yet one sometimes hears a certain ness Enterprises, again by Dr. Moonitz terpretations. To date we have three
clearing of throats in an immediate in collaboration with Dr. Robert T. amendments (Nos. 17, 22, and 23), six
vicinity. “The tide,” says a native, Sprouse. Because the accounting pro interpretations (Nos. 19, 21, 23, 24,
coughing slightly, “must be just about fession did not feel comfortable with 26, and 27) and drafts exposed for
the academic tone of the two research comment during the early months of
to change.”
Such insouciance is rare when it studies the Accounting Principles 1979 on four more proposed amend
comes to the change of seasons, Board made another turn around the ments to the statement.
especially in those latitudes where the conceptual problem with the publica
Perhaps the mirage of possible pre
shift is sharp. Subtle gradations in the tion, in 1970, of Statement No. 4, Basic cision keeps accountants in a constant
drift from Caribbean winter to summer Concepts and Accounting Principles flux. Losing a sense of the whole in
are no match for the sweet scent of Underlying Financial Statements of Bus pursuit of the particular we seek to
spring in the snow country. Beyond the iness Enterprises.
quantify human endeavor in a moment
With such a ponderous title APB of crystal lucidity that we call the posi
cold and floating debris of massive
winter melt we see forsythia buds turn Statement No. 4 should have settled tion statement, only to find that assets
ing yellow, and know with a sure glad the matter, but it did not and so now and liabilities lose some of their mean
ness that is our birthright that summer we have another flood tide of research ing when they are frozen into position.
will come, and be followed in turn by while the Financial Accounting Stand Like those electrons whose motion is
autumn color. Then the haze from ards Board develops its Conceptual part of their measure, at the moment of
burning leaves will haunt the memory Framework for Financial Accounting stillness they lose their truth. So we
and sharpen anticipation for harvest and Reporting: Elements of Financial start a new cycle of research and ex
feasts, work well done, and the holi Statements and Their Measurement. amination, pronouncement and
days. For a northerner, spring’s The first portion of the Framework, amendment.
fragrant hyacinth, warm and earthy- the Objectives, appeared last Novem
If accounting were the pure science
aromatic summer rains, delicious red ber. We await the cresting of this new that its numerical tools imply then the
apples in October and the intoxication tide which will bring with it separate route to problem solution might be a
of fresh falling snow are vivid remin statements as to qualitative charac straight line, or at least not a course
ders that we are cyclical beings from teristics, basic elements of accounting, that ebbs and flows. But accounting in
crustacean to constellation, from seed basis of measurement and the measure terprets human activity, is indeed as
ment unit. “Those are matters,” says much an art as a science, and is likely
to star.
Do we, as accountants, think in cy the FASB Discussion Memorandum, to repeat again and again the rhythm
cles as an echo of our physical heritage “that have been debated for decades.” from fallow to flowering.
and environment? Are we trapped in a The Board does not project comple
mental resonating chamber full of tion of the entire agenda until some
reoccurrences? It would seem so when time in 1981 and is being purposefully
we examine the recent pronounce deliberate in the hope that this time
ments of our standard setting bodies, will be the last time.
The accounting profession hopes so,
the FASB, AICPA, CASB, IAS and on

Editor’s Notes
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Kentucky Races Toward
Changes and Challenges
1979 ASWA Spring Conferences
Galt House

•

Louisville, Kentucky

May 16-19, 1979
TECHNICAL SESSIONS — Topics will include
Strategic Planning
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Analytical Review
Personal Financial Planning
Minicomputer in Business
1000 and one ways to go broke
Legal Problems of Today’s Professional Woman
Assertiveness and Communication Skills
Criminal Tax Fraud

Management Seminar

Tax Aspects of Estate Planning
Current Development in Accounting and
Auditing — Quality Control
Investments
History of Accounting
Design Performance Appraisal System Using
Management by Objectives
Accounting for Horse Racing
Inflation

May 16, 1979
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ALEXANDER METHVIN
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SHELBYVILLE/LOUISVILLE TOUR — Top dealers in antiques — a stop at the Don Harris Stables — tour of Louisville
Industries — lunch at the famous Claudia Sanders’ Dinner House.

CHURCHILL DOWNS LUNCH AND RACES — A day at the famous Churchill Downs, with lunch in the Sky Terrace.
BARDSTOWN — Bourbon Capital of the World, tour the Barton Museum — Stephen Foster’s “My Old Kentucky
Home’’ — St. Joseph Cathedral, lunch at the Old Stable.
BELLE OF LOUISVILLE — Dinner Boat Cruise with the Dixieland Jazz Band.
FUN NIGHT — Dinner and Monte Carlo with entertainment.

GENERAL CHAIRMAN:
Dorothy Niemann
503 Camp Street
Louisville, KY 40203
Phone:
(502) 634-4642 (home)
(502) 636-1365 (Office)

Come to Kentucky where the Bluegrass
grows and the winners are bred.

The Revenue Act Of 1978:
New Breaks. New
Problems
By Marjorie A. Daniels and Elizabeth Hebert

On November 6, 1978, President
Carter signed the Revenue Act of
1978, a bill which, despite its name,
provides net tax reductions of $19
billion dollars. The Act may be in
terpreted as having three key areas of
tax savings:
1.
Lower taxes for individuals,
2. Reductions in corporate income
taxes and other changes for business,
and
3. A large reduction in the effective
tax rate on capital gains.
The law also brings new problems for
business in three areas:
1.
New ”at risk” provisions,
2. Advance payment of Earned In
come Credit, and
3.
Entertainment facilities.
Changes for Individual Taxpayers
The major savings for individuals
result from the increase in the zero
bracket amount, the widening of tax
brackets, and the increase in the per
sonal exemption.
Effective for 1979, the new Act in
creases the “zero bracket amount” for
all taxpayers — the amount of income
on which no tax is paid. For 1978,
married taxpayers filing jointly paid
no tax on their first $3,200 of taxable
income; for unmarried and head of
household taxpayers, this “zero
bracket amount” was $2,200 in 1978,
and $1,600 if married but filing sepa
rately. Under the new Act, joint
returns exempt an additional $200, all
others $ 100.
The rates of tax were not changed;
they still range from 14 percent to 70
percent. However, the number of tax
brackets has been sharply reduced.
For example, joint filers in 1978 fell
4/The Woman CPA

into one of twenty-five brackets; in
1979, there will be only fifteen
brackets of taxable income.
The tax rate schedules for married
taxpayers filing jointly and for single
taxpayers for 1979 are reproduced on
the following page to illustrate the
changes effected by the Revenue Act:

The Congress made this change in tax
rate schedules in an effort to offset in
flation. Before the Revenue Act of
1978, it was commonplace for a “cost
of living” pay increase to kick a tax
payer into a higher bracket, thus in
creasing the percentage of total income
going to the government. If the pay in
crease matched inflation exactly, the
percentage change in tax brackets
would mean that the taxpayer was ac
tually moving backwards in relation to
the cost of living.
To illustrate, assume that an unmar
ried taxpayer earns taxable income of
$20,000. Both this year and last, the
taxpayer will be in the 34 percent tax
bracket. Assume that this year brings a
7 percent raise to match inflation. Last
year only $200 of that raise would be
taxed at 34 percent; the balance of
$1,200 would be taxed at 36 percent.
This year, under the new Act, the en
tire increase will be taxed at 34 per
cent. While the $24 savings on the
$1,400 increase is not exactly over
whelming, it’s a step in the right direc
tion for taxpayers.
However, because the new Act calls
for fewer brackets, the brackets are
necessarily wider. As a result, a few in
dividuals may find their top dollars of
income being taxed this year at a
higher marginal rate.

Wider bracketing does not
necessarily mean that the total tax
liability will increase. Because the
spread between taxable income
brackets is widened under the Tax Re
lief Act, more dollars will be taxed at a
given rate than previously. For exam
ple, under the new tax rate schedules
for a married taxpayer filing jointly,
the 32 percent marginal rate applies to
taxable income from $24,600 to
$29,000. This same tax rate in 1978
covers taxable income from $23,200
to $27,200. Anything over $27,200
falls into the 26 percent bracket. Thus,
if the taxpayer made $30,000 taxable
income in 1978, the excess over
$27,200 ($2,800) was taxed at 38 per
cent. In 1979, the excess over $29,900
is taxed at 37 percent. But the excess is
only $100, ($30,000 - $29,900), and
the total tax liability is $6,238, com
pared with $6,668 under the old tax
schedules, a savings of $430.
In addition to the increased zero
bracket amount, the personal exemp
tion has been increased to $1,000 up
from $750. The general credit of $35
per person was eliminated under the
Act.
Reduction in Corporate Tax Rates
and Other Changes for Business
Effective January 1, 1979, the new
law reduces the corporate income tax
rate. On the first $100,000 of taxable
income, a corporation will save $7,750
in taxes. It will save two cents per dol
lar thereafter ($20 per $1,000). Cor
porate income in excess of $100,000
will be taxed at a rate of 46 percent;
formerly it was 48 percent. Fiscal year
taxpayers will have to pro-rate their
tax between the new and old rates.
The business sector in general was
also provided with additional tax
breaks under the Revenue Act, includ
ing investment credit on rehabilitated
buildings, a “targeted jobs tax credit”
aimed at low income and disadvan
taged groups, increased tax relief to
holders of stock which proves to be
worthless and new relief provisions
regarding losses from product liability.
Capital Gains - The Big Ones
The biggest change for both business
and individuals brought about by the
new Act is the treatment of long-term
capital gains. (If the property sold or
exchanged is a capital asset, or treated
like one, and was held for more than
one year, the sale or exchange results
in a long-term capital gain or loss.)
From now on (retroactive to

MARRIED — FILING JOINTLY

UNMARRIED

1979

(1)
Taxable
Income
Under
$ 3,400
3,400
5,500
7,600
11,900
16,000
20,200
24,600
29,900
35,200
45,800
60,000
85,600
109,400
162,400
215,400

1979

(2)
Tax on
Column (1)

(3)
Rate (% )
On Excess

0
0
294
630
1,404
2,265
3,273
4,505
6,201
8,162
12,720
19,678
33,502
47,544
81,464
1 17,504

—
14
16
18
21
24
28
32
37
43
49
54
59
64
68
70

$

November 1, 1978), for individual
taxpayers, 60 percent of long-term
gain will be exempt from tax (as con
trasted with 50 percent before). Start
ing in 1979, the untaxed portion will
no longer be a regular tax preference
subject to the 15 percent minimum tax.
However, there is an “alternative
mini-tax” for non-corporate taxpayers
which works as follows. First the tax
payer computes the regular “add-on”
mini-tax, but excludes from the tax
base tax preferences for adjusted
itemized deductions and the capital
gains deduction. Then an “alternative
mini-tax” is calculated. This alterna
tive mini-tax will apply only if it ex
ceeds the sum of the regular tax
liability as increased by the “add-on”
mini-tax.
The “alternative mini-tax” is the
sum of:
1.10 percent of “alternative
minimum taxable income” above
$20,000, up through $60,000,
2. 20 percent of such income above
$60,000 through $100,000, and
3. 25 percent of such income over
$100,000.
The “alternative minimum taxable
income” is essentially gross income less
deductions allowed, any accumulation
distribution from certain trusts, plus

(1)
Taxable
Income
Under
$ 2,300
2,300
3,400
4,400
6,500
8,500
10,800
12,900
15,000
18,200
23,500
28,800
34,100
41,500
55,300
81,800
108,300

any tax preferences for adjusted
itemized deductions and the new
capital gains deduction.
There are changes in the corporate
area of capital gains as well.
Corporations will continue to be
allowed to use an alternative tax on
long-term capital gains if the end result
produces a tax that is less than the cor
poration’s regular tax. The new Act
decreased this alternative tax from 30
percent to 28 percent and a corres
ponding change is made to the corpor
ate “add-on” minimum tax. Unlike in
dividual taxpayers, however, corpora
tions may not apply the new “alterna
tive mini-tax”; that is, the untaxed
portion of corporate capital gains will
still be considered a tax preference
item for computing the “add-on”
minimum tax.
Overall, these changes make capital
gain-type fringes for executives even
more attractive. The bottom line
reveals a more favorable climate for
business investments.
Other technical changes as a result
of the changes in treatment of capital
gains include the following:
1. The excluded portion of the
capital gain will no longer reduce the
amount eligible for the favorable max
imum tax on personal service income,

(2)
Tax on
Column (1)
$

0
0
154
314
692
1,072
1,555
2,059
2,605
3,565
5,367
7,434
9,766
13,392
20,982
37,677
55,697

(3)
Rate (% )
On Excess

—
14
16
18
19
21
24
26
30
34
39
44
49
55
63
68
70

effective retroactive to November 1,
1978.
2. There was no change in the treat
ment of capital losses. Up to $3,000 of
ordinary income to individuals may be
offset by long-term capital losses ($2
of long-term loss per $ 1 of ordinary in
come). Unused losses may be carried
forward. Corporate capital losses con
tinue to be deductible only as an offset
to capital gains.
3. Post October 31,1978 collections
on prior installment sales will be taxed
at the rates in effect for the year of col
lection of installments.
New Problems for Business
The problems created for business as
a result of the Revenue Act of 1 978 are
fairly complex and affect many indus
tries. As mentioned earlier, the three
key areas adversely affecting business
are
1. The new “at risk” provisions,
2. Advance payment of Earned In
come Credit, and
3. Entertainment facilities.
New “At Risk” Provisions
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 in
troduced a new tax concept devised to
bring the flourishing “tax shelter” bus
iness under control: a taxpayer could
claim a loss no greater than the amount
April, 1979/5

of money carried “at risk”. An inves
tor is “at risk" to the extent of money
or the adjusted basis of other property
contributed to the activity, as well as
loans on which the investor is per
sonally liable or for which property
has been pledged (other than property
used in the activity). Originally this
rule applied to farming, oil and gas,
motion pictures and equipment leas
ing. It also applied to partnerships
regardless of activity - except real
estate. Real estate was excepted from
the rule entirely. The rule did not ap
ply to corporations (except Subchapter
S corporations and personal holding
companies).
The law was fairly effective.
“Shelter" offerings, other than real
estate, were curtailed or forced into
areas not covered by the specific rules
and not in partnership form. This year
the Congress decided to make the most
of a good thing and extended the at
risk concept to all activities except real
estate. The real estate exception has
been clarified to include hotels and
similar activities.
The new law extends the “at risk"
concept to “closely held corpora
tions", defined as corporations in
which five or fewer shareholders own
directly or indirectly more than 50
percent of the stock. (There is a limited
tax exception for equipment leasing
corporations.)
W hat is the amount “at risk"? If an
individual or business entity borrows
money and is personally liable to repay
it, that money is at risk. If, on the other
hand, money is borrowed to purchase
property as security for the loan, then
the money borrowed is not at risk.
Operating losses arising from activities
where funds are not at risk may not be
currently deducted.
W hen the at risk concept became
law , tax practitioners discovered a way
to get around the problem (at least
temporarily). If in December an en
terprise was show ing a loss in excess of
the amount of capital and debt for
which the partners were at risk, the
partners would personally borrow
funds at the end of the year and con
tribute them to the capital of the
partnership. Since the partners were
individually liable, the new money was
at risk at the end of the year. The losses
would be deductible. However, at the
opening of business in January, the
partners would withdraw cash from
the partnership to repay the loans.
Money in one day and out the next and
6/The Woman CPA

Io! — a possible tax deduction had as “private” (one-owner) tax shelters
and mineral tax shelters that “elect
been created.
The new law sets up a “recapture" out” of the partnership provisions.
provision. Where deductions have Advance Payment of Earned Income
been allowed because funds were at Credit
risk and those funds are subsequently
One of the few benefits in the Act
withdrawn (or recourse debt con aimed at low income taxpayers, the
verted to nonrecourse debt), the earned income credit, is increased for
deduction must be recaptured as or 1979. The credit is limited to tax
dinary income.
payers with dependent children. Some
Note that the at risk provision may times called a “negative income tax”,
provide a planning opportunity where this refundable credit is calculated as
net operating losses are about to ex 10 percent of earned income up to
pire; withdrawal of amounts at risk $5,000 and is reduced ratably as in
may transform an expiring new operat come increases from $6,000 to
ing loss carryforward into an “at risk” $ 10,000. The maximum credit of $500
carryforward of unlimited duration.
is up $100 from 1978; the income ceil
The door has also been slammed ing is up $2,000.
shut on many of the other resourceful
This change will require a change in
solutions to the at risk limitation such business recordkeeping. Instead of
claiming the credit in a lump sum on
the tax return, an employee may claim
it in advance by filing an Earned In
come Eligibility Certificate with her
employer. Then the employer, using
tables similar to those used for with
holding income tax, must pay the cred
it to the employee on the regular
paycheck.
The credit payment will not con
stitute a pay increase or cost a business
additional dollars. The extra dollars
going to the employee will be
subtracted from the income and Social
Security taxes withheld and remitted
by the business to the government. The
advance payment rule goes into effect
January 1, 1979.
In bookkeeping terms, the filing of
Marjorie A. Daniels is a tax supervisor with
Laventhol & Horwath, and is past president an Earned Income Eligibility Certifi
of the Seattle Chapter ofAmerican Society of cate by an employee means separate
Women Accountants.
accounting for those amounts. It also
means that the individual payroll ac
counts must have another slot to
record the advance payment of the
credit because this payment is not tre
ated as wages. If the payroll system is a
manual one, it may need to be
redesigned. The advance payments
must be reported on each employee’s
W -2 Form at the end of the year.
Under some circumstances, the ad
vance payments called for on the tables
might exceed the total withholdings
for the period. What then? The law
provides two methods of resolving the
problem: (1) by reducing the advances
ratably, or (2) paying them and claim
ing the overage as a prepayment on
Elizabeth Hebert is a senior accountant future withheld payroll taxes. The sec
with Laventhol & Horwath. She serves the ond approach might result in a tem
Seattle Chapter of American Society of porary imbalance, but it will cost the
Women Accountants as Director of Chapter employer nothing (except recordkeep
Development.
ing) over the long haul.
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It is the responsibility of the
employee to file the Earned Income
Eligibility Certificate. The employer
must be furnished with a new one (or
revocation of the old one) within 10
days of a change in status.
If an employee files an Earned In
come Eligibility Certificate with an
employer, payment of the advance is
mandatory. Failure to pay will be
treated in the same manner as failure
to withhold income taxes.
Entertainment Facilities
The Congress virtually ignored
President Carter’s attack on the “three
martini lunch”. However, by the sim
ple expedient of removing half a sen
tence from the statute, most deduc
tions for “entertainment facilities”
were eliminated.
What is an entertainment facility?
The statute doesn’t say. However, the
U. S. Senate says that yachts, hunting
lodges, fishing camps, swimming pools,
tennis courts, bowling alleys, suites
and vacation homes are entertainment
facilities. Since some of these items
(e.g. autos, planes) are obviously not
always entertainment facilities, we

paper stock. We undoubtedly
manufacture the exact number
of columns you need, in the
color and format you prefer.
Our new workpapers larger

than single 8½-inch pads are
prefolded for you. We also offer
many additional subtle im
provements, options and ser
vices. They’re all explained in
our promotional piece and are
self-evident in accompanying
samples which will be mailed
free upon request.

We offer design and technical assistance for custom needs.

must fall back on the statute which
refers to items “generally considered
to constitute entertainment, amuse
ment, or recreation . . .” Hotel lodging
costs for people on overnight business
trips (and hospitality suites at business
meetings) are still exempt.
The Joint Congressional Conference
Committee’s report cites this example:
A salesperson, for business reasons,
takes a customer hunting at a commer
cial hunting preserve. All the expenses
of the hunt would be deductible,
assuming the usual substantiation re
quirements were met. However, if they
spent the night at the hunting lodge,
the cost of the lodging would not be
deductible. On the other hand, meals
taken at the lodge would be deductible
if properly substantiated. Sounds con
fusing? Most accountants would agree.
The key to deductibility is whether
the “facility” is, in fact, used in con
nection with entertainment, amuse
ment or recreation. The auto used by a
traveling salesperson is obviously out
side this category. The apartment
rented by the corporation to lodge
“visiting firemen” is not an “entertain

ment facility”. The company airplane
(usually operated for business reasons
but which occasionally takes the com
pany president to a football game) is a
stickier matter. The portion applicable
to non-business use is nondeductible
except to the extent it is deductible
compensation.
Country club dues are deductible if
the facility is used primarily for busi
ness. (Congress is expected to correct
this provision to allow deduction of
dues to any club which is used pri
marily for business purposes.)
Tickets to sporting or theatrical
events are still deductible if they were
deductible under 1978 laws.
The Net Result
The Revenue Act of 1978 is not a
revenue raising measure. It is a bill
designed to stimulate a troubled econ
omy and to lessen the effect of inflation
on tax bills. The law offers many new
opportunities to minimize taxes and,
despite the new problems and com
plexities introduced by the Act, the tax
savings available will far outweigh any
tax increases for the majority of all
taxpayers.
□
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A Proposal For The
Codification Of Fraud
Cases
By Thomas D. Wood

Introduction
The accounting profession continues
to wrestle with the problem of what to
do about fraud. Fraud in its entirety
includes intentional misstatements of
assets and liabilities, misappropration,
defalcations and all other acts on part
of the firm's management or employees
designed to mislead auditors and,
ultimately, the public. For the profes
sion, the problem has three aspects; 1)
how to find fraud; 2) how and to whom
to report it; and 3) the extent of the
profession's responsibility with respect
to the first two. This latter point, while
perhaps the most fundamental, will not
be treated here; rather, it is taken as an
implicit assumption that finding and
reporting fraud is the profession's
responsibility. The degree of the
responsibility can remain temporarily
unstated for purposes of this paper
which is purely heuristic in intent. It is
not an intention here to review tradi
tional auditing techniques for finding
fraud, for they are well known, not is it
a purpose to suggest methods of re
porting fraud to third parties. The pur
pose of this paper is to expand upon a
recommendation made by The Com
mission on Auditors' Responsibilities
that means be established to “exchange
information on developments in the
perpetration and detection of fraud".1
Need For Such Information
What prompted this proposal is the
feeling that most accountants and au
ditors have never encountered fraud,
particularly fraud of any magnitude,
beyond check kiting schemes or pilfer
ing of petty cash, and as a consequence
are unfamiliar with methods and tech
niques which may be used by the per
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petrators. Collusive fraud and com
puter assisted fraud, for example, may
be quite difficult to uncover.
Moreover, many accountants are
probably not alerted to signs of the
possibility of fraud, signs that are
sometimes obvious in retrospect, or
that may be readily apparent to an au
ditor who has had a similar ex
perience. The feeling persists that ac
countants need to have every possible
advantage in understanding the kinds
of fraud uncovered by other auditors,
how the fraud was accomplished, and
how it was found.
The Proposal
To this end, i.e., giving all practicing
accountants the advantage of the ex
perience of others who have dis
covered fraud, it is proposed that the
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants undertake to gather,
assimilate, classify, analyze and
publish relevant information concern
ing every reported case of fraud.
Gathering Data
Data gathering may fall into two
categories: information on current
cases and a build-up of information
obtained by analysis and codification
of past cases. Obtaining information
on current fraud cases will necessitate
encouraging practicing accountants to
report cases of which they have
knowledge. The incentive to timely
reporting may be twofold: 1) nearly in
stant feedback; and 2) an appreciation
of the benefits of such a program.
Feedback could be accomplished,
perhaps, by a kind of “loose leaf' re
porting service such as that provided
by the tax service publishing com
panies. The data could be dissemi

nated as frequently as necessary. The
frequency of the incoming data will
largely determine the time table for re
porting. For example, if cases are
numerous, weekly dissemination may
be desirable, in form similar to the
CPA Newsletter. Alternatively,
monthly reporting may be considered
adequate when cases are less
numerous. Important or unique cases
may dictate supplemental or special re
ports when they occur.
Another incentive for reporting of
cases by accountants will be the
benefits to be derived. Benefits to the
profession and to the individual ac
countant from the program are sub
stantial. First, as was mentioned pre
viously, many accountants in the field
have not encountered (or recognized)
fraud. Experiences of those who have
would be a valuable instructive device
for the uninitiated. Second, field ac
countants will become familiar with
types of fraud beyond the traditional
ones covered in textbooks, i.e., kiting
and lapping. Three, and this follows
from points one and two, by a study of
the cases and the information con
tained in the analysis, they will
develop a much keener awareness of
fraud than now exists, and more im
portantly, an expertise in recognizing
fraud or its signs and what to do about
fraud when it is found. Fourth, and
this may be the greatest advantage, the
profession may regard the reporting as
part of the inductive process in needed
research toward clarifying the profes
sion's responsibility for finding fraud
and for developing whatever pro
cedures and techniques that are
necessary.
In addition to gathering data on cur
rent cases from accountants in the field
the Institute may develop a library of
historical cases from all available
sources. The library will form a base
on which to build and should include a
codification and analysis identical in
form to that performed on current
cases. This will no doubt require a
considerable initial research effort but
the advantages already enumerated
would far outweight its cost. Much in
formation is already available about a
large number of fraud cases, some of
which have received wide publicity.
Many of these have been summarized
and analyzed in auditing texts and
reading books. Little would have to be
done to complete the codification of
these cases. Alternatively, many cases
which are more obscure and may have
escaped attention will need to be

researched. The effort to accumulate a
base from historical cases need not
delay codification of current cases as
they occur, however.
Guidelines For Reporting By
Practitioners.
When a practitioner has found fraud
or misappropriation in the course of
his practice, all information con
sidered useful in that case should be
reported to the Institute’s fraud
codification division. Guidelines for
the type of information to be reported
may take the following form:
1. The kind of fraud or misap
propriation. Examples of kinds of
possible fraud are: Kiting, lapping, in
tentional asset overstatement or
liability understatement such as
falsified inventory figures, fictitious
accounts receivable, hidden accounts
payable, and defalcations. Misstate
ments on the part of management or
the firm's employees designed to sub
vert or interfere with the process of the
audit should also be reported.
2. The amount involved. Estimates
of the amount should be made when
exact figures are indeterminable.
3. A narrative description of how
the fraud was accomplished.
4. A statement as to exactly how the
fraud was uncovered. This should in
clude procedures used, the point in the
progress of the audit at which it was
first discovered, and signs or indica
tions which led the auditor to his origi
nal suspicions. If statistical sampling
techniques were used, they should be
stated including sample size selected
and the basis for the selection, confi
dence level, and the rate of occurrence
of exceptions.
5. Whether collusion was involved,
and to what extent.
6. A general description of the firm.
The description should include the
firm’s size, according to total sales,
assets and number of employees, its
organizational structure and existing
internal control system, age of the
firm, and its economic environment.
7. The outcome of the case, for ex
ample, was it prosecuted? Did the perpetrator(s) resign? If prosecuted, were
they convicted?
8. Action taken by the auditor. To
whom was the fraud initially reported?
Did the auditor resign from the
engagement?
9. A statement of internal control
modifications which would have pre
vented or minimized the fraud.
The practitioner’s role is obviously an

active one and involves reporting in
formation which is not only factual but
judgmental as well.
Cases which cannot be reported for
legal or other reasons but which
become public knowledge through
news reports or other media should be
analyzed by the Institute’s staff along
lines similar to the points mentioned
above.

Codification of Case Date - The
Institute’s Role
Essentially, the Institute performs
five functions: I) building historical
files from past cases; 2) receiving and
analyzing data currently being re
ported by practitioners; 3) analyzing
cases not reported; 4) codifying infor
mation obtained; and 5) disseminating
the data to the membership. Sugges
tions have been made regarding each
of these functions except 4).
Codification of case data may take
one of several forms. The approach
selected should be designed to be as in
structive and useful to practicing ac
countants as is possible. The form used
may contain all, or selections of, the
following information:
Kind of fraud
Amount involved
Collusion
Extent of Management involvement
How fraud was accomplished
How fraud was uncovered
Size of accounting firm — by number
of employees
Size of staff assigned this audit
Number of years audited by this firm
Outcome of case
Action taken by auditor
Control measures that could have
thwarted fraud
Firm size by $ sales
Location — region
Firm size
by number of employees
Firm size — by $ total assets
Organizational structure
Age of firm
Industry
Shares traded? How?
Amount of liabilities to primary
creditors
Number of shareholders
Regulatory agencies affected
Internal control system

Inasmuch as all useful information
cannot be made to fit in the form
above, a narrative format may be in
cluded as a supplement, covering such
items of information as suggested
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understanding

the

by other auditors.

earlier.
It may be noted that data on each
case is not merely descriptive, but
clearly indicates what specific auditing
procedures should have been or were
used to detect the fraud. It is conceiva
ble that existing audit techniques
could be fine-tuned or new ones
developed as a result of such a case-bycase analysis. Stressing remedial pro
cedures rather than detail could result
in a significant learning tool and may
be used as the foundation for profes
sional development courses for practi
tioners serving to make them more
proficient auditors.
Some Possible Problem Areas
From the practitioner’s view point
there are two immediate areas of con
cern: 1) the time required to prepare
the data for forwarding to the In
stitute, and 2) when the case is to be re
ported.
The obvious answer to the matter of
the practitioner’s time is one of benefit.
The benefits obtained from the dis
semination of the information must
outweight its cost. A number of possi
ble advantages to practitioners have
been previously mentioned, and in the
aggregate, they appear to be substan
tial.
When to report a case is not so ob
vious. Chronologically, a case may be
reported at either of two points: At the
time the fraud is found or at the time
the case is disposed of. The need for
immediate feed-back supports the
former; completed feed-back requires
the latter. A compromise approach
may incorporate features of both. For
example, practitioners may be asked to
submit a preliminary report at the
point in time when the fraud is initially
April, 1979/9
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detected, giving as much data as is
possible. A follow-up report, perhaps
prompted by a “reminder” on the part
of the Institute from a file of
unresolved cases, may be made when
the case is finally decided.
The fundamental issue facing the In
stitute, should this or a similar pro
posal be adopted, is the effort, and its
concomitant cost, necessary to per
form the five functions already
enumerated. If it cannot be viewed
simply as a valuable service to be per
formed for members, and the costs ab
sorbed, then several possibilities exist.
First, a charge may be made for the
periodic reports, selling them as many
other reporting services are sold, by
subscription. The success of this
method is suspect, however, for it dou
bles the reporting practitioner’s
burden. Morever, it may tend to limit
the widespread dissemination of the
information. A second possibility for
covering costs is to incorporate it into
the charge for professional develop
ment programs which are based on the
codified case data. There is a limiting
element to this approach also, but it
seems less onerous than the first sug
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gestion. A third, and possibly least
satisfactory method of covering costs,
is to include the cost in the dues struc
ture. Its advantage is that it spreads
the cost among all members.
From an overview of this proposal,
there is a more serious problem posed
to both the Institute and the practi
tioner: That of possible legal implica
tions for both. The fundamental legal
issue is the presumption of innocence
doctrine. Neither the Institute nor the
practitioner can afford to be exposed
to libel. Some fraudulent acts are
never prosecuted, and the perpetrator(s), however guilty, cannot be
alluded to, even peripherally. As a
consequence, complete confidentiality
is required and whatever reporting
techniques are employed must avoid
implicating any firm or individual un
til the legal process is completed and
guilt proved. This is true for both
unresolved cases and those in which
guilt is not established. The Institute’s
attorneys will be required to make a
careful study of the reported data and
advise on means to avoid any possible
legal ramifications of collecting or dis
tributing information as devised.
Special cases may require special care
and can be reviewed on a case-by-case
basis. Individuals and firms must not
be named. The accountant’s name
should not be disclosed.
Another troublesome area for the
Institute and the practitioner is that of
a complete understanding of the pur
poses of the proposed program. It must
be emphatically stressed that the pro
gram is not a means of law enforce
ment. In that respect it must be purely
passive. Neither the Institute nor the
accountant can or should bring
charges, or for that matter, directly
cause charges to be made. This does
not mean that what the accountant
finds will not be used by others, but
simply that the accountant himself is
not a surrogate for damaged parties or
law enforcement agencies.
In addition, and this goes to the pur
poses of the program, it should be
clear that the Institute is not attempt
ing to police its membership by, for ex
ample, uncovering poor auditing prac
tices for purposes of embarrassment or
punitive action. Rather, practitioners
must be encouraged to freely report
fraud that they have uncovered. No
speculation should be made as to what
was not found, nor should there be any
intimation that methods and tech
niques used by the reporting practi

tioner were sub-standard or inap
propriate. The fact remains that the
fraud was discovered, and all practi
tioners will be interested in the means
by which it was found and by other
techniques, which analysis shows,
would have been simpler or more
direct. At all times the spirit of the
proposed program must be one of full
cooperation between the Institute and
the practitioner, remembering that its
sole purpose is instructional and infor
mational.
Conclusion
This paper has presented a proposal
for a program for the accounting pro
fession to bring its expertise to bear on
a real problem confronting it: Fraud,
how to find it and what to do when it is
found. The focal point is the recom
mendation that the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants serve
as a collector, assimilator and dis
seminator of information on dis
covered fraud gathered from practic
ing accounts in the field. The potential
benefits to the profession, and to the
public, are immeasurable.
□

1The Commission on Auditors’ Respon
sibilities, Report, Conclusions and Recommenda
tions, (New York: The Commission on Audi
tors’ Responsibilities, 1211 Avenue of the
Americas, c 1978), p. 40.
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The Marketing Audit

By Elvira Bellegoni

The word “Audit” is usually in
terpreted to represent the examination
of a company’s financial statements to
establish the fairness of the company’s
financial position and results of opera
tions. However, a different type of
audit rapidly coming into usage, and
applicable to different types of com
panies, including nonbusiness
organizations, is the marketing audit.
The marketing audit has been
defined as a systematic and unbiased
review and appraisal of objectives and
policies of the marketing functions. It
includes review of the organization
and the methods, procedures and per
sonnel employed to implement the
policies and achieve the objectives.1
The marketing audit is a valuable
evaluation tool which describes cur
rent activities and results related to
sales, costs, prices, profits, and other
performance feedback.2
Given the definition, the following
questions may be considered:
1. Why, when, and how is a market
ing audit performed?
2. How is a marketing audit com
pared to a financial audit?
Today’s market is highly dynamic
and constantly changing, and a firm’s
marketing operation may fall out of
phase with current conditions and in
cipient trends.3 Therefore, to keep
abreast of these continuous changes, a
marketing manager must be able to
evaluate and update his marketing
functions and policies with a certain
frequency.
All companies can benefit from a
marketing audit; however, the follow
ing companies would benefit the most
from it:

1. Young companies, where a
marketing philosophy and policy has
not yet been established.
2. Troubled companies, where a
need to identify and analyze the com
pany’s poor performance is most evi
dent and urgent.
3. Successful companies, where a
marketing audit could determine
whether the company is performing at
its highest potential, and a sudden
reversal is not likely to occur.
4. Highly technology-oriented com
panies, where emphasis is more likely
to be placed on the product than on the
market.4
To be most beneficial, a marketing
audit should be performed at regular
intervals, much like a financial audit.
It also should be performed by an out
sider, usually a management consult
ing firm, in order to obtain indepen
dence and objectivity.
The first step in a marketing audit is
the establishment of objectives and
scope.5 Examples of objectives are:
1. To recommend a new pricing
policy;
a) The product should be com
petitively priced based upon eco
nomic conditions and elasticity of
demand.
b) The price of the product should
also cover all costs plus a reasona
ble profit.
2. To develop a product evaluation
system:
a) The company’s product should
be compared to the competition’s
product in terms of quality, size,
packaging, services provided, and
added features.
The scope could entail an audit of a

company as a whole, with particular
emphasis on some of the branches. The
audit would focus on marketing opera
tions but also include a review of the
sales cycle. For example, the following
would be considered:
1. Method of selling (personal,
catalog, etc.),
2.
Credit terms given to customers,
3.
Follow up for collections, and
4. Services provided.
The objectives and scope would be
determined by the company’s execu
tive management, e.g. board of direc
tors, and the marketing auditor. After
objectives and scope have been deter
mined, a detailed program could be
prepared.
Although a detailed, marketing
audit program should be designed for
the particular organization under
review a marketing audit tailored for a
manufacturer of shopping goods will
serve as a useful example.
The marketing considerations
would include the “marketing mix,”
or, as commonly called the “4 Ps”:
Product, Price, Place and Promotion.6
PRODUCT - Here, a study would
be undertaken to determine whether
the product meets consumers’ needs
and desires. Quality controls would
be reviewed, e.g. if a product must
meet certain quality standards, what
controls are implemented to ascer
tain that this requirement is
fulfilled? Packaging would be ex
amined; is the product packaged so
that it looks attractive, and is it safe
and convenient for handling? In ad
dition, short term and long term
sales forecasts are reviewed. Are the
forecasts made, and are they ex
ecuted with adequate and modern
tools? Past forecasts are also
reviewed—were they accurate? If
not, why?
PRICE - The auditor here would
analyze the price of the product by
determining whether the product is
competitively priced, and if there is
a recovery of costs plus a reasonable
profit. The credit terms given to
customers would also be reviewed
for adequacy; are credit terms con
ducive to increased customers’
purchases? Are credit terms so strict
as to be unreasonable? Is a credit
check made before a sale is entirely
completed?
PLACE - The marketing auditor
would be concerned with the re
liability and efficiency of the
transportation used in terms of time,
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mode, cost of transportation and
damaged goods factor. An evalua
tion of the storage facility should
also be undertaken. Is the storage
facility adequate in terms of cost,
location, and space? Are the goods
properly controlled and stored?
Also, the marketing auditor would
review the company’s policies and
objectives concerning potential new
markets.
PROMOTION - The effectiveness
of sales promotion should be
analyzed to determine if the com
pany is presenting the product in its
best light. The rate and level of
market penetration should be
reviewed. Is the sales promotion
reaching the market, and to what
extent is it reaching the market?
How is market feedback analyzed
and how quickly does the company
respond to changes based upon the
market feedback? Legal and ethical
aspects of promotion should also be
considered.
Throughout the audit, the marketing
auditor(s) would gather data, analyze
findings, and propose recommenda
tions. The end product of the market
ing audit consists of a report describ
ing the procedures used, the objectives
and scope, the findings and their
evaluation, and recommendations.
The definition of the marketing
audit and procedures displays
similarities to the commonly accepted
meaning of the audit of a company’s
financial statements.
In a financial audit, there is evalua
tion of the general economic condi
tions, the industry of the client as re
lated to the economy, (what effect the
economic trend has on the industry),
and the client’s firm performance with

in the industry. There is also review of
the company’s system of internal con
trol. In a marketing audit the same
steps would be performed, except that
a review and evaluation of the market
ing operations, instead of internal con
trol, would be performed.
After the review of internal controls
and evaluation of their effectiveness, a
financial audit usually would set a
standard of the company’s financial
and accounting data. The same process
occurs in a marketing audit, and based
upon the evaluation of the economy,
industry and marketing operations,
standards of performance are estab
lished or reaffirmed.
In a financial audit there is also con
cern with the trend of economic condi
tions, as they could strongly influence
the firm’s performance within the near
future. Again, the same considerations
are a part of the marketing audit. The
trends of the economy and related in
dustries are evaluated. For example,
how could a decline in the building in
dustry affect the client’s sales of house
hold furniture? Is the effect foreseen to
be so great that a cut in production and
personnel should be made?
Could the marketing audit results be
of interest to the independent auditors
of a company’s financial statements?
The answer is yes. From the descrip
tion of the marketing audit, it is evi
dent that much information is gathered
about the company’s products, price,
and personnel. This should not be con
strued to mean that an independent fi
nancial auditor should audit such in
formation, or substitute the marketing
audit for financial audit steps. The in
dependent auditor could utilize such a
report to gain a better understanding
of the firm’s departments, personnel,
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products, and overall management
awareness and interest for the well
being of the company as a whole □
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IN MEMORIAM
Miona E. Hoffman of the Editorial Board of The Woman CPA died
suddenly on January 29, 1979. She was a past president of the St. Louis
Chapter of American Society of Women Accountants and had served on
the national board. Her dedication to The Woman CPA and her literate
professionalism have contributed much to the success of this journal.
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has finished with the conceptual
framework.
Alternatives 1 and 2 are identical in
their treatment of interest expense in
the majority of situations. Both alter
natives limit accounting recognition to
interest on debt. Both account for in
terest on debt in most cases as an ex
pense of the period in which it is incur
red. Alternative 2, however, called for
the interest on debt to be capitalized as
part of the cost of the asset when cer
tain conditions were met. The
prescribed conditions were as
follows:4
By Glenn Jones
“1 . There is significant holding
period between the outlay of funds to
purchase or construct an asset and its
use or sale in the intended revenue
earning activities.
2. A significant holding period prior
to use or sale is necessary to bring
about a physical change that adds
During the past eighty years much Industry Accounting and Audit value to the asset.
has been written in accounting litera Guides, and Accounting Research
3. There is special evidence that the
ture concerning various methods of ac Studies have very little to say about the interest capitalized will be entirely
counting for interest costs. Many subject. In some cases guidelines given recoverable.
different proposals have been put are in conflict with each other. Pro
4. The funds used to acquire the
forth, several of which have advocated nouncements by the SEC in this area asset were specifically borrowed for
capitalizing interest costs. At the pres have also been sparse. Several agencies that purpose.”
ent time most companies treat interest and organizations have expressed
The current Exposure Draft pro
costs as period expenses.1 However, views on the manner in which they poses that Alternative 2 (with the first
the percentage of companies adopting believe interest costs should be and second of the above prescribed
a policy of capitalizing interest has handled, but no two believe that in conditions) is the proper manner in
terest expense should be handled in ex which to account for interest costs.
been increasing in recent years.
The increase in the number of com actly the same way. Clearly there exists Admittedly there are problems to be
panies starting to capitalize interest as a need for some degree of uniformity. solved, but these problems are not
part of the cost of certain assets cre
Three alternatives were discussed in insurmountable. Opponents contend
ated considerable concern at the the DM, as follows:3
that since funds are fungible, it will be
Securities and Exchange Commission.
“1 . Account for interest on debt as impossible to ensure that the funds
The SEC stated that “it does not seem an expense of the period in which it is used to obtain an asset are the same
funds that were borrowed. Some pro
desirable to have an alternative prac incurred;
tice grow up through selective adop
2. Capitalize interest on debt as part ponents believe that a statement from
tion by individual companies without of the cost of an asset when prescribed management that the funds for the
asset were obtained from a specific
careful consideration of such a change conditions are met;
by the Financial Accounting Standards
3. Capitalize interest on debt and borrowing is sufficient. Additional
Board.”2 Accordingly, in November imputed interest on stockholders’ procedures to allay these fears include
1974 the SEC barred companies (ex equity as part of the cost of an asset securing the debt with the asset or
specifying in the debt instrument the
cept for utilities, real estate companies, when prescribed conditions are met.”
Arguments for and against all three purpose for which funds are to be
and savings and loan associations) that
were not already capitalizing interest alternatives were presented in the DM, used.
Opponents state that there exists no
from doing so. In December, 1978, the and a summary of those comments with
FASB issued an Exposure Draft of the regard to Alternatives 1 and 2 appears cause-and-effect relationship between
proposed statement Capitalization of later in this paper. The third proposal, the borrowing of funds and the
Interest Cost, and is presently review however, which recognizes imputed in revenues generated from their use.
ing comments received prior to March terest on stockholders’ equity whether This statement is indefensible since the
capitalized or not, will not be dis borrowed funds allowed acquisition of
31, 1979.
The Discussion Memorandum that cussed, inasmuch as issues dealing with the asset in the first place. The interest
preceded the ED addressed the selec fundamental changes in the measure costs incurred to obtain the asset are as
tion of proper accounting and report ment of earnings and asset values are much a part of the cost of the asset as
ing treatment of interest cost. The issue being discussed in the FASB project on the components of the asset itself.
In the case where funds are bor
is not as simple as it appears. Account the conceptual framework. The third
ing Research Bulletins, Opinions of the proposal, therefore, will not be rowed to construct an asset, capitaliza
Accounting Principles Board, AICPA seriously considered until the Board tion of the interest results in a total
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cost closer to that recorded if the asset
is purchased. The purpose is not to ap
proximate the cost of the purchased
asset; the purpose is to recognize the
total cost of the asset, and this should
include at a minimum the interest on
the funds borrowed to build it. If the
asset is purchased in a condition ready
for use, the price must be high enough
for the seller to make a return on his
investment. The selling price thus in
cludes a cost-of-funds element, and
this element should also be recognized
when the asset is self-constructed.
Critics note that capitalizing interest
on debt will lead to similar assets ap
pearing on the balance sheets at
different amounts, since some will
have been purchased with borrowed
funds and some with an enterprise’s
own funds. They are correct. How
ever, the situation is scarcely different
from that which already exists.
Historical cost accounting itself causes
similar assets to have different carry
ing values. To reject capitalization of
interest on this basis implies a rejection
of historical cost accounting also and,
while many advocate precisely this re
jection, the fact is that historical cost
remains the accepted method in this
country.
Another criticism of capitalizing in
terest deals with the quality of earn
ings. Opponents believe that treating
interest as a period expense results in a
net income of better quality than that
obtained by capitalizing interest. Their
logic is that expensing interest results
in a net income figure that is closer to
the actual flow of cash receipts and
disbursements. This is the equivalent
of saying that cash accounting is better
than accrual accounting. Most people
recognize that exactly the opposite is
true.
A final argument offered by propo
nents of expensing interest is con
cerned with the implemental problems
associated with capitalizing interest.
They correctly point out that
capitalization rates, asset bases,
capitalization periods, and amortiza
tion periods will all have to be deter
mined. They prefer to avoid these
problems by simply charging the in
terest to expense in the period incur
red. Unquestionably expensing in
terest would be easier.
The Board’s Exposure Draft pro
poses capitalizing interest cost as part
of the historical cost of acquiring an
asset if a significant period of time
elapses between the initial expenditure

related to development of the asset and
its readiness for its intended use and if
such period of time is required to bring
the asset to the condition and location
necessary for its intended use. For pur
poses of the proposed Statement in
terest cost includes interest recognized
on obligations having explicit interest
rates, interest imputed in accordance
with APB Opinion No. 21, and interest
relating to a capital lease determined
in accordance with FASB Statement
No. 13. It excludes interest that might
be imputed on owners’ equity.5
The method chosen to account for
interest costs must realistically depict
what is happening. Expensing interest
costs in all situations is not realistic.
Capitalizing interest costs in all situa
tions is not realistic. Expensing in
terest costs in most cases, however,
and capitalizing interest costs when
certain, well-defined criteria are met
is, if not the ultimate answer, at least a
step in the right direction.
' □

1Ernst & Ernst, “FASB Wants Input On Ac
counting for Interest,” Financial Reporting
Briefs, January, 1978, (Cleveland, Ohio: Ernst
& Ernst, 1978), p. 8
2Securities and Exchange Commission, Ac
counting Series Release No. 163, Capitalization
of Interest by Companies Other Than Public
Utilities, (New York, N.Y.: November 14, 1974)
3Financial Accounting Standards Board Dis
cussion Memorandum, Accounting for Interest
Costs, (Stamford, Conn.: FASB Dec. 16, 1977)
4Ibid.
5Financial Accounting Standards Board Ex
posure Draft, Capitalization of Interest Cost,
(Stamford, Conn.: December 15, 1978) Par. 1
and Par. 8. See also Par. 9 for examples of kinds
of assets that qualify for interest capitalization.
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The complete accounting cycle for
profit-making enterprises in socialist
countries is rarely described in
English-language accounting journals.
The professional literature usually
emphasizes, instead, portions of the
cycle, such as depreciation or cost ac
counting. To help right this imbalance
this column is devoted to a description
of the accounting cycle for an East
German manufacturing establishment.
In socialist countries enterprises are
generally owned by a group of people
or by all the people, i.e. the state. In
the former case the firm is known as a
commune or co-operative, in the latter
case it is called, interestingly enough, a
people-owned, not a state-owned,
enterprise. The differences between an
American and an East German firm
are, however, not confined to
differences in the ownership accounts,
as this example shows.
The People-Owned Enterprise
(POE) Weimar presented in this col
umn is adapted from a comprehensive
problem1 contained in an introductory
accounting textbook published in Ger
man in the German Democratic Re
public (GDR). In order to present
East German accounting as accurately
as possible, the account titles have
been translated literally wherever
possible, and all the entries used to
record the transactions and to close
the accounts have been included.
The accounting cycle for POE
Weimar has been divided into the tra
ditional four parts: the beginning bal
ance sheet, journal entries to record
the transactions for the period, adjust
ing and closing entries, and the ending
balance sheet. The discussion in each
part is limited to highlighting and ex
plaining differences between East Ger
man and American practices.
Beginning Balance Sheet
The beginning balance sheet is
divided into three groups of assets:
basic assets, circulating assets, and
special assets. Each asset category is
balanced by funds provided to finance
these assets. The equality of the assets
and funds in each category is achieved
as part of the adjusting and closing en
tries, as shown later in this column. If
needed, two more categories are added
to the balance sheet for prepayments
and appropriations of profits. This is
illustrated in the ending balance sheet.
Basic Assets
Basic assets are fixed assets used in
the production of goods or services.
They include buildings, machines,
16/The Woman CPA
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vehicles, office equipment, etc. The of
ficial GDR chart of accounts excludes,
however, an account for land.2
All assets are shown at original cost,
including the cost of transporting and
installing tangible property. Each asset
account is complemented by a contra
account for accumulated depreciation.
Fixed assets costing less than 1,000
Marks (500 Marks until January 1,
1976) are written off at acquisition.3
The basic assets are financed by a
fund for basic assets granted by the
appropriate governmental depart
ment. The fund is increased by addi
tional investments and decreased by
depreciation. These events are dis
cussed and illustrated with entries
later in this column.
Circulating Assets
Circulating assets include all inven
tories, goods in transit, accounts
receivable and cash available for cur
rent operations whether kept in cash or
in an account at the bank or the post
office. Cash not available for current
operations is shown under Special
Assets.
Circulating assets are financed by
accounts payable for purchases of
goods and services, by funds for cir
culating assets, and by interest-bearing
loans granted for this purpose by the
National Bank. The fund for circulat
ing assets is increased, if necessary, by

appropriations of net income. Fund in
creases are discussed and illustrated
with adjusting and closing entries later
in this column.
Special Assets
Special assets include bank accounts
earmarked for special purposes such as
investments, premium payments to
employees, repairs, research and
development, etc. In this category are
also shown basic assets not yet put into
production, such as buildings under
construction, building materials,
machines in transit, etc.
The special bank accounts and the
investment projects in process are fi
nanced by special purpose funds. In
general, each fund finances a separate
special bank account; however, several
small funds may also be combined into
one bank account. This is the case with
the bank account for the premium,
cultural and social funds of POE
Weimar.

Recording Journal Entries
All journal entries are numbered
consecutively for easy reference. The
recording entries are numbered 1
through 38, the adjusting and closing
entries are numbered 39 through 67.
The following discussion will con
centrate on the entries which differ
from American entries made for the
same purpose.

PEOPLE-OWNED ENTERPRISE WEIMAR
Recording Journal Entries
Dr.

Premium Payments — Entries 4-5
Since the residents of East Germany
rarely keep their cash in a checking ac
count, employers generally pay their
employees in cash. Premium payments
are generally used to reward
employees. The most common reason
for such premiums is production which
exceeds the enterprise’s planned
production either in quantity or in
quality or both.4
Investment in Basic Assets — Entries
8-12
Newly-acquired assets are debited
to “Investment projects in process” un
til they are ready to be used in
production. The cost of acquiring the
new basic assets is paid with cash from
the special bank account for invest
ments. When the assets are put into
production, they are transferred to the
basic asset account. At the same time
their cost is transferred from the in
vestment fund to the basic asset fund.
As a result of these entries equality is
maintained of the basic assets and the
basic asset fund and of the investment
bank account and the investment fund.
When an enterprise is first
organized, the amount allocated by the
government for the initial investment
is deposited in a special bank account
for investments. This event is recorded
by the following entry:
Cash in bank for investments xx
Investment fund
xx
The acquisition of basic assets is
then recorded as shown in entries 8
through 12.

Cr.

1. Goods in transit
Accounts Payable

22,000

2. Raw materials purchases
Goods in transit

21,600

3. Raw materials inventory
Raw materials purchases
To record receipt of bills for 22,000 for raw materials
and receipt of raw materials:
at actual cost
21,600
at standard cost
21,800

21,800

22,000
21,600
21,800

4. Cash on hand
Cash in bank for premium, cultural, and social funds

350

5. Premiums from special purpose funds (expense acct)
Cash on hand
To record payment of premiums to employees

350

6. Dues, interest, and other operating expenses
Cash in bank for operations
To record payment of interest on loan for circulating
assets to the National Bank

145

7. Postal checking account
Cash in bank for operations
To record opening of new postal checking account by
transfer of 200 from cash in bank for operations

200

8. Investment projects in process
Accounts payable
To record purchase of new machines

240

9. Investment projects in process
Accounts payable
To record freight-in on new machines

15

350

350

145

200

240

15

10. Accounts payable
Cash in bank for investment fund
To record payment for machines and freight-in

255

11. Basic assets
Investment projects in process

255

12. Investment fund
Fund for basic assets
To record addition of new machines to producing
equipment

255

13. Rents, leases, and usage payments
Postal checking account
To record postal transfer for rent for leased basic assets

255

255

255

40
40

14. Cash on hand
Cash in bank for operations

5

15. Consumption of productive services
Cash on hand
To record purchase of stamps for cash

5

5

5
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16. Consumption of productive services
Accounts payable

1 12
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17. Accounts payable
Postal checking account
To record receipt of telephone bill and payment by
postal transfer

1 12
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1 12
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1 8. Consumption of productive services
Accounts payable

45

19. Accounts payable
Postal checking account
To record receipt of bill for computer services and
payment by postal transfer

45

20. Accounts receivable
Sales of realized production of industrial goods
Mark-ups for quality classification

39,600

45
45

39,400
200

21. Duties levied on products
Liabilities to Association of POEs

500

22. Cash in bank for duties levied on products
Cash in bank for operations

500

23. Liabilities to Association of POEs
Cash in bank for duties levied on products

500

24. Cash in bank for operations
Postal checking account
Accounts receivable
To record sales of finished goods for 39,600, including
500 for duties levied on products and 200 for mark-ups
for quality classification

500

500
500

37,500
900

38,400

• FREE SAMPLES upon request.

CASH DISCOUNT
on orders received before May 31.
This is in addition to your usual
professional trade discount.

25. Energy consumption
Accounts payable

525

26. Accounts payable
Postal checking account
To record receipt of electric bill and payment by postal
transfer

525

27. Wages based on classification and services performed
Wage allowances
Supplementary wages
Payroll summary account
To record gross wages as computed by payroll
department

7,300
285
815

28. Payroll summary account
Liabilities to the Government
To record amounts withheld from employees for
income taxes (700) and social insurance premiums
(500)

1,200

29. Dues, interest, and other operating expenses
Liabilities to the Government
To record employer's portion of payroll taxes

S-K FORMS COMPANY
2239 E. Cambria Street
P.O. Box 14822
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134
(215) 427-8400

LABOR SAVING ACCOUNTING FORMS
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30. Liabilities to the Government
Cash in bank for operations
To record payment of liability to Government by bank
transfer

525

525

8,400

1,200

715

715
1,915
1,915

Adjusting and Closing Entries
An examination of several East Ger
man accounting textbooks at the intro
ductory and more sophisticated levels
revealed no mention of a worksheet for
the determination of net income. In
stead, the textbooks show the deter
mination of net income as a result of
consecutive layers of closing entries.
Depreciation — Entries 39-41
Only straight-line depreciation is
acceptable in the GDR. In general,
assets are depreciated over time; in
special cases, however, permission may
be obtained from the appropriate
government department for the
computation of depreciation on the
basis of production, such as the use of
kilometers driven for vehicles.7 An
nual depreciation is computed by
dividing the gross cost of acquisition
by the estimated useful life in years.
The entry recording depreciation
disturbs the equality of basic assets
and the fund for basic assets. To
restore this equality, the fund for basic
assets is reduced by the amount of
depreciation. Since the basic assets
have to be replaced in time, the invest
ment fund is increased by this amount.
To make sure that the cash will be
available for the replacement of basic
assets, cash is transferred from the
operating account to the investment
account.
In special cases an enterprise may be
asked to forego the replacement of
assets and to remit the cost recovered
through depreciation to the appropri
ate government department. In this
case the following entries would be
substituted for entries 40 and 41:
Fund for basic assets 1,400
Liabilities to the
Government
1,400
Liabilities to the
Government
1,400
Cash in bank for operations 1,400
Additions to Funds — Entries 43-44
In order to preserve the equality of
special purpose bank accounts and
their respective funds, cash transfers to
these accounts must be accompanied
by additions to the funds. The account
“additions to funds” is an expense ac
count which is closed later.
In this example no special account is
opened for the repair fund because the
repairs have already been incurred
(see entry 33, above).

31. Cash on hand
Cash in bank for operations

4,500

32. Payroll summary account
Cash on hand
Cash in bank for operations
To record payment of net wages to employees by cash
(4,500) and by bank transfers (2,700)

7,200

33. Consumption of productive services
Accounts payable
To record receipt of bill for repairs performed by
another POE

34. Accounts payable
Cash in bank for operations
To record payments to suppliers

4,500
4,500
2,700

1,250
1,250

22,200
22,200

35. Cash on hand
Cash in bank for operations

125

36. Reimbursements and donations
Cash on hand
To reimburse employee for travel expenses

125

37. Other receivables
Proceeds unrelated to performance of services

42

38. Postal checking account
Other receivables
To record fines due from suppliers for raw materials
shipments which did not meet contractual obligations

42

1 25

125

42
42

Adjusting and Closing Entries
Dr.

39. Depreciation expense
Accumulated depreciation of basic assets

1,400

40. Fund for basic assets
Investment fund

1,400

41. Cash in bank for investment fund
Cash in bank for operations
To record depreciation for the period

1,400

42. Raw materials consumption
Raw materials inventory
To record raw materials used in production
43. Additions to funds
Science and technology fund
Cultural and social fund
Repair fund

Cr.

1,400
1,400
1,400

22,800
22,800

2,070
800
70
1,200

44. Cash in bank for science and technology fund
Cash in bank for premium, cultural and social fund
Cash in bank for operations
To record transfer to special funds

800
70

45. Raw materials purchases
Materials price variance
To transfer difference between actual and standard cost
to variance account

200

870

200
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46. Cost summary account
Depreciation expense
Rents, leases, and usage payments
Raw materials consumption
Energy consumption
Consumption of productive services
Wages based on classification and services performed
Wage allowances
Supplementary wages
Premiums from special purpose funds
Reimbursements and donations
Additions to funds
Dues, interest, and other operating expenses

47. Materials price variance
Cost summary account
To close production cost accounts to cost summary
account

37,982
1.400
40
22,800
525
1,412
7,300
285
815
350
125
2,070
860
200

200

48. Premium fund
Repair Fund
Cost summary account
To transfer out costs not properly includible in the cost
of production of goods and services

350
1,200

49. Cost of goods manufactured
Cost summary account
To transfer balance in cost summary account to cost of
goods manufactured

36,232

1,500

36,232

50. Cost of goods manufactured
Goods in process inventory

900

51. Goods in process inventory
Cost of goods manufactured
To close beginning inventory and set up ending
inventory of goods in process, as determined by
physical count

960

52. Proceeds unrelated to performance of services
Cost of goods manufactured
To close account for other proceeds to cost of good
manufactured

900
960

42
42

53. Finished goods inventory
Cost of goods manufactured
To record cost of finished production

36,130

54. Total cost of realized production of industrial goods
Finished goods inventory
To record cost of goods sold and set up ending
inventory of finished goods of 950, as determined by
physical count

35,980
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36,130

35,980

Closing entries for Expense Accounts
— Entries 46-54
The closing process involves several
steps. First of all the expense accounts
are closed to a summary account (en
tries 46 and 47). Then the costs not
properly includable in the cost of
production are transferred out of the
summary account (entry 48).
It should be noted that entry 48 has
a threefold effect: it closes the repair
fund created in entry 43; it reduces the
balance in the premium fund by the
amount of cash paid out to employees
for premiums in entry 5; and it negates
the part of entry 46 which closed the
“premiums from special purpose
funds” and a portion of the “additions
to funds.” In other words, the same
effect could have been obtained by
closing the “premiums from special
purpose funds” to the premium fund
(or alternatively to debit the premium
fund for the payment to employees in
entry 5 and avoid the expense account
“premiums from special purpose
funds”) and by not setting up the
repair fund in entry 43. The reason
given for this duplication is that all
costs should be collected in the sum
mary account.8
The balance in the summary account
is transferred to the cost of goods
manufactured account (entry 49)
where it is increased by the beginning
inventory of goods in process and
decreased by the ending inventory of
goods in process (entries 50 and 51).
The account for other proceeds is
closed to the cost of goods manufac
tured (entry 52) so that these proceeds
can be used to offset costs not related
to the production of goods which have
been transferred to the account as part
of the summary costs.9
The balance in the cost of goods
manufactured account represents the
net cost of the finished production
which is then transferred to the
finished goods inventory by entry 53.
After the ending inventory of finished
goods is determined, entry 54 is made
to reduce the inventory account to the
correct balance and to record the cost
of goods sold.
Since it is the purpose of this exam
ple to illustrate the accounting cycle, a
very simple cost accounting system has
been used. More sophisticated cost
accounting systems are covered in
advanced accounting textbooks.10

Determination of New Income — En
tries 55-59
To determine net income an account
is set up for the results of operations.
All remaining nominal accounts are
closed to this account and the balance,
representing net income, is computed.
This account is, in turn, closed by
transferring net income to a balance
sheet account entitled “Enterprise net
income” (entry 59).
Distribution of Net Income — Entries
60-67
Entries 60 and 61 constitute pay
ments to the Government which seem
to be very similar to taxes even though
other words are used to describe them.
The amount of net income to be trans
ferred is set by the Government at the
beginning of the year as part of the an
nual plan for each enterprise. If a
firm’s net income exceeds the planned
amount, it must transfer 50 percent of
such excess to the Government.11
The remaining entries distribute the
balance of net income to the various
funds. Each increase in a fund is ac
companied by a corresponding trans
fer of cash to the appropriate special
purpose bank account.
In addition to transfers to the pre
mium, performance, and investment
funds, net income can also be used to
increase the fund for circulating
assets.12

Ending Balance Sheet
The ending balance sheet shows the
effects of all the journal entries. As can
be seen, the funds to finance each asset
category again equal the assets in that
category.
This balance sheet contains two
categories missing from the beginning
balance sheet: the prepayments offset
by the accruals and the appropriation
of profits balanced by enterprise net
income. The balances in the prepay
ments and accruals are zero, because
no entries were made to these ac
counts. Although illustrations of bal
ance sheets in the accounting text
books used for this column sometimes
include prepayments and accruals,
they invariably have zero balances. In

55. Results of realized production of industrial goods
Total cost of realized production of industrial goods

35,980
35,980

56. Results of realized production of industrial goods
Duties levied on products

500
500

57. Sales of realized production of industrial goods
Results of realized production of industrial goods

39,400

58. Mark-ups for quality classification
Results of realized production of industrial goods

200

39,400
200

59. Results of realized production of industrial goods
Enterprise net income
To determine enterprise net income

3,120

60. Appropriation of profit
Cash in bank for operations
To record payment of duty levied on production funds

1,150

3,120

1,150

61. Appropriation of profit
Cash in bank for operations
To record payment of net profit to the Government

970

62. Appropriation of profit
Premium fund

400

63. Cash in bank for premium, cultural, and social funds
Cash in bank for operations

400

970

400

400

64. Appropriation of profit
Performance fund

60

65. Cash in bank for performance fund
Cash in bank for operations

60

60
60

66. Appropriation of profit
Investment fund

540

67. Cash in bank for investment fund
Cash in bank for operations
To record transfers to special purpose funds

540

fact, it was impossible to find any en
tries to these accounts, even though
several intermediate and advanced
textbooks were consulted.
None of the textbooks available con
tained an illustration or a reference to
the statement of changes in financial
position. The obvious conclusion is
that this statement is not used in East
German accounting. T-accounts,
however, are used.
The ending balance sheet of each
POE is audited by the State Auditor.
The main purposes of this compulsory
audit are to safeguard the people’s
property, to ensure a correct and com
plete accounting for the economic ac
tivities of the enterprise, and to further
the realization of government plans.13

540
540

NOTES
1Guenter Goll, Werner Kreitel, Gerhard
Reinecke, Inge Sachse, und Karl Schaffranka,
Buchfuehrunn - Grundkurs fuer oekonomische
Ausbildungseinrichtungen (Verlag Die
Wirtschaft, Berlin, 1975), pp. 73-74 and 87-92.
2Kontenrahmen Industrie (Verlag Die
Wirtschaft, Berlin, 1977).
3Goll, op. cit., p. 1 3.
4Guenthcr Geissler, Gerhard Reinecke, und
Karl Schaffranka, Rechnungsfuehrung und
Statistik - Industrie (Verlag Die Wirtschaft,
Berlin, 1976), p. 19.
5Goll, op. cit., p. 56.
6Ibid., p. 42. 7Ibid., p. 36.
8Ibid., p. 53.
9Ibid., pp. 57-58.
10Sce for instance Geissler, op. cit., pp.
29-123.
11Geissler, op. cit., p. 179.
12Ibid., pp. 180-181.
13Goll, op. cit., p. 71.
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C.

B.

A.

A

B

GRAND TOTAL
A-C

Special Assets
Cash in bank for
science and technology fund
premium, cultural and social
funds
investment fund
Total C

Total

Circulating Assets
Raw materials inventory
Goods in process inventory
Finished goods inventory
Cash on hand
Cash in bank for operations
Accounts receivable from sales
of goods and services

Total

Basic Assets
Basic assets at original cost
Less accumulated depreciation

ASSETS

509
1,000

500

1,800

3,690

1

1,500
900
800

7,000
2,000

1

25,700

2,009

8,691

15,000

C.

B.

A.

Financing of Basic Assets
Fund for basic assets

15,000

LIABILITIES AND FUNDS

B

C

GRAND TOTAL

Total

A-C

Special Funds
Science and technology fund
Premium fund
Cultural and social fund
Investment fund

Total

1,000

149

500
360

Financing of Circulating Assets
Fund for circulating assets
3,800
Loan for circulating assets
4,000
Accounts payable for purchases
of goods and services
891

Beginning Balance Sheet

P E O P LE -O W N E D E N TE R P R IS E W E IM A R

25,700

2,009

8,691

15,000
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.

E.

D

GRAND TOTAL
A-E

60
2,685

629

1,300

D.

C.

B.

A.

31,390

Appropriation of profits E.

Prepayments

4,674

Special Assets
Cash in bank for science and
technology fund
premium, cultural, and
social funds
performance fund
investment fund
Total C

3,000

3,510
420

1

C.

400
500
960
950

13,855

9,741

A

3,400

17,255

Circulating Assets
Goods in transit
Raw materials inventory
Goods in process inventory
Finished goods inventory
Cash on hand
Cash in bank for operations
Postal checking account
Accounts receivable from sales
of goods and services
Total B

Total

Basic Assets
Basic assets at original cost
Less accumulated depreciation

B.

A.

ASSETS

Ending Balance Sheet

A

13,855

B

C

A-E

3,1 20

— 0—

GRAND TOTAL

Total

Special Funds
Science and technology fund
Premium fund
Cultural and social fund
Performance fund
Investment fund

Total

1,300
410
219
60
2,685

Financing of Circulating Assets
Fund for circulating assets
3,800
Loan for circulating assets
4,000
Accounts payable for purchases
of goods and services
1,941

Total

Fund for basic assets

31,390

Enterprise net income

Accruals

4,674

9,741

13,855

LIABILITIES AND FUNDS
Financing of Basic Assets
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This is the time of year that many
high school students and many older
individuals who feel the need to con
tinue their education are applying for
admission to a college or university.
The good news for many of these peo
ple is that Congress has recently passed
the Middle Income Student Assistance
Act. The complaint for years has been
that the middle income group had been
left out when it came to assistance for a
college education. The rich did not
need the assistance, and the poor had
programs like Basic Grants, the Sup
plemental Educational Opportunity
Grant Program and the College WorkStudy Program. Now Congress has
moved to correct this deficiency by
making provision for the middle in
come group.
The impact of the Middle Income
Student Assistance Act will be great.
For example at Mississippi State
University, a basically middle class
school, the number of students eligible
for grants will more than double. It is
estimated that 92 percent of the stu
dent body is now eligible for assis
tance. One of the major concerns of of
ficials at that school is just informing
present and prospective students that
funds are available and that they
should apply.
College costs are on the increase to
day as are most other costs. It can be
seen from Table 1 that a college educa
tion costs around $3,000 a year at a
state-supported school and about
$5,000 a year at a private school.
Costs at individual schools may be
much higher than this, ranging up to
$7,000 at a good private school
The costs may be minimized in a
great number of ways, and sometimes
all that is required is a little initiative
by the student and parents to discover
the ways. Living at home, sharing an
apartment with other students or living
in co-op dormitories can minimize
housing and food costs. Going to a
two-year community college and then
transferring to a four-year college can
minimize tuition costs.
Some of the methods for financing a
college education include using sav
ings by parents, savings by students,
funds from current incomes of parents,
bank loans, and funds earned by stu
dents from part time jobs while in
school. The focus of this column will
be on financing available to the stu
dent from the federal government,
from scholarships, and from coopera
tive education programs.
24/The Woman CPA

Education
Financing A College Education

Editor:
Carole Cheatham, CPA, Ph.D.
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, Mississippi

Basic Educational Opportunity
College Work-Study
Grants
College Work Study allows the stu
Basic Grants are available to under dent to work on campus for wages.
graduate students enrolled at least half Students must be enrolled for at least
time. There is no specific income ceil half time and can work a maximum of
ing to obtain a Basic Grant but 40 hours a week. Full time students
eligibility depends on family income must work less than the maximum
and size and number of children in col number of hours, typically about
lege. Grant size also depends on these 15-20 hours a week. Work-Study pro
factors as well as cost of the school at grams also permit students to work at
tended. A student from a family of public or private nonprofit agencies
four with an income of $26,000, one where such opportunities are available
child in college and one parent to them.
employed would be eligible to receive
A student in accounting might be
$200. Before the Middle Income assigned work in his or her major
Assistance Act, the family would have department or he or she might be
had to make less than $15,000 for the assigned elsewhere depending on the
student to qualify. At a typical state- jobs available. In an accounting
supported school where college costs department students might be
are $3,250 per year, grants range from employed as receptionists, paper
$200 to $ 1,800 per year. As a grant, of graders, or typists.
course, the funds do not need to be
Students must manifest financial
repaid.
need to be eligible for Work-Study,
and the criteria are similar to those
Supplemental Educational
discussed under Basic Grants.
Opportunity Grants
Supplemental Educational Oppor National Direct Student Loans
tunity Grants are for undergraduate
Students may borrow $2,500 if they
students with exceptional financial have completed less than two years of
need who could not continue their school, $5,000 if they have completed
education without the grant. Grants two years of school (including the first
are from $200 to $1,500 per year with $2,500) and $10,000 for graduate
a maximum of $4,000 for a four year study (including previous loans) under
course of study and $5,000 for a five the National Direct Student Loan pro
year course. The school attended must gram. Loan repayment begins nine
match the grant before the grant is months after graduation, and the grad
awarded.
uate may take up to ten years for

TABLE 1

Where The College Dollar Goes

Estimated average costs for 1978-79

Tuition
and fees
Public colleges (in-state residents)
Universities..........................................
Other four-year state schools............
Two-year community..........................
Private colleges
Universities..........................................
Four-year colleges..............................
Two-year..............................................

...$

. ..
.. .
.. .

785
635
430

3,610
2,680
1,865

Board

$

860
790
855

1,000
880
880

Dormitory

$

Books,
personal,
transportation

Total

700
650
520

$1,060
1,060
1,060

$3,405
3,135
2,865

930
700
720

1,060
1,060
1,060

6,600
5,320
4,525

Source: Business Week, September 4, 1978,

repayment. Interest, which is only
charged during the repayment period
is a low 3 percent.
Payment may be postponed for three
years while the student serves in the
Armed Services, Peace Corps or
VISTA, and there are special loan
cancellation privileges for those who
go into certain fields of teaching or
specified military duty.
Guaranteed Student Loans
Besides direct lending, the federal
government also guarantees loans
under the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program. The federal government
pays the interest on the loan while the
student is in school. Before the Middle
Income Act interest was paid only for
students whose parents earned less
than $25,000. This income ceiling no
longer applies. The actual lenders
under the program are commercial
lenders, some States and educational
institutions. In addition to those
guaranteed by the federal government,
some are guaranteed by States and pri
vate nonprofit guarantee agencies. Un

dergraduates may borrow $2,500 a
year for a maximum of $7,500 while
graduate students may borrow $5,000
a year for a total of $15,000. The in
terest rate charged is 7 percent which
begins during the repayment period.
Repayment privileges are similar to
those for Guaranteed Student Loans,
but there are no cancellation privileges
in these programs.
Scholarships
An amazing variety of scholarships
is available to students from commer
cial enterprises, nonprofit organiza
tions and individuals. The criteria for
these scholarships are as diverse as the
donors. A student can pay a computer
firm $45 to have his or her qualifica
tions matched with the available
scholarships or do a little research
work at the nearest library and make
his or her own match. Most libraries
have reference books listing scholar
ships available. Information may also
be obtained from the financial aid of
fice of local colleges and universities
and from high school counselors.

One of the largest scholarship pro
grams is the National Merit Scholar
ship Program which gives out $15
million a year in scholarships. To
qualify, students must take the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test
during October of their junior year in
high school. Students must also fill out
an application form including their
high school transcript. Three thousand
grants of $1,000 each are awarded on
the basis of the test scores and applica
tions. In addition there are renewable
awards of $250 to $1,500.
Most large industrial concerns have
scholarship programs as do labor
unions and service organizations, such
as Rotary, Elks, Chamber of Com
merce and others. There are also foun
dations such as the Ford Foundation,
Harry S. Truman Scholarship Founda
tion, Westinghouse Educational Foun
dation, and, of course, the Educational
Foundation of AWSCPA-ASWA. In
addition to its current projects, the
Educational Foundation of AWSCPAASWA recently voted to develop a
April, 1979/25

FINANCIAL %
OPPORTUNITIES 1
Recent reorganizations in our Financial
Department have created a number of at
tractive positions for analytically-oriented
people. These positions offer opportunity
for those with personal drive and an eager
ness for growth.
Salary $20,000-$30,000
To qualify, you should have had extensive
experience in financial forecasting, invest
ment analysis, overhead budgeting, oper
ations analysis. Preference will be given
those who have had some exposure to
large standard cost systems and analysis
of manufacturing costs.
A basic requirement for these positions
is a bachelor’s degree in Accounting/
Finance.
We cannot over-emphasize the attractive
nature of these opportunities. Growth po
tential is excellent. Thus, you will be doing
yourself a distinct favor by an immediate
response.
Please send your resume (including salary
requirements) to:

BOX XXX
An Equal Opportunity Employer

F
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program of graduate fellowships which
should be underway soon.
Athletic scholarships and ROTC
scholarships which used to be strictly
in the male domain are now open to
women as well. The obvious require
ment for athletic scholarships is
athletic talent in basketball or some
other sport. For an ROTC scholarship,
a student must take a specified number
of military courses, attend weekly
drills, and serve four years of active
duty and two years of duty in the
reserves when he or she graduates.
Accounting students often have ex
cellent opportunities for scholarships
particularly during their junior and
senior years. Accounting firms and in
dustrial firms have made generous
contributions to colleges and univer
sities for scholarships and other uses.
Selection of the recipients is frequently
left to the faculty.
Cooperative Education
There are some 350 colleges and
universities which offer cooperative
education (“co-op”) programs. Under
the co-op program a student alternates
semesters or quarters of work and
school. Typically he or she graduates
in five years, usually by including sum
mers in the program, and earns 50 per
cent or more of college costs. The jobs
are arranged through the co-op office
of the college or university. The most
popular type jobs are in engineering
and business fields, thus accounting
students are usually highly employable
under a co-op program. Besides earn
ing the funds for schooling, the student
gains valuable experience which is a
plus factor when he or she seeks
employment after earning a degree.
Some co-op employers and students
are such good matches that the student
elects to stay with that employer after
graduation.
Conclusion
The Middle Income Student Assis
tance Act has opened many federal
education programs to the middle in
come group where previously income
ceilings prevented their participation.
Basic Grants and Guaranteed Student
Loans are particularly worth checking
into by middle income families. In ad
dition, financing for a college educa
tion is available from other public
sources as well as private scholarships
and cooperative education programs.
Checking with the local library or fi
nancial aid office of a nearby univer
sity can reveal many opportunities for
the ambitious student.
□

The activities of data processing
departments are divided into two basic
areas: (1) systems design and develop
ment; (2) installation operation. The
systems design and development group
is responsible for planning designing,
programming, testing, and document
ing a processing system. The opera
tions function involves use of the hard
ware and processing systems (and the
programs that form part of the system)
to receive input data from the groups
in which it originates, process that data
using the newly developed procedures,
and deliver the output to the appropri
ate users.
Systems Design and Development
The planning and development
group includes the activities of systems
design and analysis, which involve the
work of analyzing present methods
and processing applications, determin
ing processing objectives, and
developing or designing improved
systems to accomplish these objectives
using data-processing equipment and
techniques. The planning and develop
ment function also includes the ac
tivities of programming, which are
concerned with translating the defined
systems requirements and procedures
into logical sets of instructions for the
operation of data-processing equip
ment. Programming includes the
design of the logical flow of the pro
gram, the coding of the instructions to
carry out the program logic, and test
ing of the programs to insure that they
actually accomplish the objectives of
the application. Included within the
planning and the development func
tion is the responsibility for documen
tation, or the development of
standardized written information for
use in systems and program modifica
tion, training, and machine operation.
“Systems analysis and design is the
analysis of present methods, applica
tions, objectives, and all pertinent data
followed by the design of improved
systems using data processing equip
ment and techniques. The primary aim
of this function is to produce the op
timum solution for application needs:
the most economic solution consistent
with management and operating objec
tives, equipment capabilities, and per
sonnel resources.”1 Programming has
been defined as the “translation of
defined systems requirements and pro
cedures into a logical process and a set
of instructions for its operation on
data process-equipment.”2 Systems
design and programming represent

Electronic
Data Processing
The Organization & Staffing
of Data Processing Activities

Editor:

Elise G. Jancura, CPA, Ph.D.
The Cleveland State University
Cleveland, Ohio

two separate though related functions
in the data processing environment. In
some installations the same staff per
forms both functions, although in
many of the larger installations these
functions are performed by separate
staffs.
In some organizations the systemsdesign group does not report to the
computer installation but is attached
instead to the various using depart
ments for which the designs are being
developed. This occurs because of the
very strong need for the systems
analyst to develop a full, detailed
understanding of the information
function and the needs of the user
departments for which systems are
being designed. Regardless of the
organization position of the systems
development group — both the
analysts and the programmers — it is
important that those performing these
functions have full access to the infor
mation available in the user depart
ments and have the full cooperation of
those departments as they attempt to
study current procedures and design
new procedures. Without this full
knowledge of the information needs
and sources within an organization, it
is impossible to design a processing
system that will capture all data and

properly organize it for management
use.
The management of an organization
must clearly define and support the ob
jectives that a system is to accomplish.
It is impossible either to develop a
system or subsequently to evaluate it if
the objectives against which that
system is to be measured are unknown.
Proper control of the systems develop
ment procedure requires a formalized
review and management authorization
of each system before it is imple
mented. One of the controls in the
systems development process is ap
propriate authorization of the plan
and evidence of regular appraisal and
supervision of the progress of the
systems development project. An es
sential ingredient in efficient direction
of the development effort and
meaningful evaluation of its ac
complishments is adequate documen
tation of the manual procedures and
programmed procedures to be com
bined in the given data-processing
system or application. Evidence of
close supervision such as regular
progress reports, planning schedules,
and management review reports can be
used in making inferences about the
efficiency with which the development
procedure was carried out and, more
April, 1979/21

FIGURE 1

The data control function.

important, the accuracy and adequacy
of the resulting system.
Data Processing Operations
The primary responsibility of the
management of the operations group is
to insure that all personnel in the
operations department do, in fact, per
form all procedures designated in the
systems design, and, further, that they
do not introduce any new procedures
nor change any prescribed procedures
without full authorization and review
of the change. There are a variety of
organizational approaches to arrang
ing the responsibilities and staff of the
operations department, but basically
there are five functional areas in
volved in successful data processing
operations: data control, data conver
sion, file control, computer operations,
and program library control.
The data control function, as shown
in Figure 1, is responsible for receiving
data from operating or information
generating departments, checking to
see that it is properly authorized data,
checking or establishing user-provided
batch controls, and returning com28/The Woman CPA

puted results to user departments after
having verified that reported results
balance to inputted control totals.
Sometimes this control group is in
volved in balancing intermediate
results, while at other times its ac
tivities are restricted to control of the
movement of data between the dataprocessing department and the rest of
the organization. The second func
tional area is that concerned with data
conversion. Most source data origi
nates in a form that is not readable to
the computer equipment, hence it is
necessary to go through some conver
sion function that involves not only the
transcribing process but many control
procedures designed to insure the ac
curacy of the transcribing process.
Often the work of the data conversion
group will be balanced against the user
controls accumulated by the data con
trol group, and these in turn can be
used to create subsequent processing
controls.
The third function, file protection
and control, involves selection of the
correct file and the correct generation

of that file for processing. It frequently
includes physical custody of the file
libraries. (This is an expansion of the
role of the tape libraries.) As files
become more integrated and move
toward development of an organiza
tion data base, many organizations are
expanding this function into an ac
tivity called data base management.
Data base management includes
responsibility for organization and
maintenance of the files and for defini
tion of the procedures by which these
files may be accessed and/or updated.
The computer operations function ac
tually operates the computer, using
programs and data obtained from the
other functional areas.
Occasionally the five functional
responsibilities discussed above are
performed by the same administrative
department. Frequently, however,
they represent separate staffs or
departments within the computer
center. The staff performing the con
trol function usually acts as a buffer
between the data-processing depart
ment and external departments. It has

FIGURE 2
2

1

Clerical and administrative
Librarian
Control clerk

Librarian

Clerk

Control clerk ■

Keypunch operator

Scheduler and dispatcher

Machine operation

Keypunch operator

..

Punched card machine operator
Peripheral equipment operator —

Keypunch operator

Keypunch operator

Punched card machine operator
-------- Machine operator

Tape handler
Console operator —-----————

Machine operator

Computer operator

Programming

Wiring technician------------

Wiring technician

Coder------------------------------

Maintenance programmer
Programmer--------------------

Programmer

Utility programmer--------

Systems analysis
Programming systems analyst

Research analyst —
Systems analyst

Systems analyst —
Forms designer------

Systems analyst

Systems consultant

Methods analyst

Methods analyst —

Procedures analyst -

General management
Programming manager

Programming manager

Systems manager-------

Systems manager --------------Data processing manager

Keypunch supervisor Unit record supervisor

Data processing manager

Operations manager

Operations manager —

Staffing patterns by installation size
(Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation)

the prime responsibility for the initial
accuracy of the data introduced into
the data-processing department. This
is the function that should handle
receipt of source documents contain
ing original transaction data and that
should check to see that such transac
tions have been properly authorized
and correctly recorded in the original
form. This is the function that also
checks on the incoming batch totals
and record counts and that balances
them to the original source documents.
It is also the group that balances newly
converted machine-readable records
to the input controls.
In a sense, the work of the data con
version group is verified by the control
section. However, the data conversion
group supervision is still responsible

for insuring that prescribed pro
cedures are followed. In the case of
real-time systems, the actual recording
of a transaction in machine-readable
form may take place at a remote loca
tion (at a terminal) and be performed
by a member of a user department. In
this case the control group may have
the responsibility for establishing or
checking those controls that are ac
cumulated after the initial recording
process for subsequent balancing
activities.
Organization of the Data Processing
Staff
Depending upon the size of the
organization, all the activities within
the planning and development func
tion can be performed by the same in
dividual or can be performed by sepa

rate specialized staffs. In a similar
fashion, the operating function (which
represents the operation of the com
puter, the operation of peripheral sup
port equipment, the preparation of in
put data, and the management of the
installation data files) can be per
formed by the same person or a small
group in a small organization or by
many different individuals, each han
dling one of these specialized ac
tivities, in an organization large
enough to provide for specialization of
the various skills required. Figure 2
illustrates the way in which the staffing
of a data-processing organization can
vary, depending upon the size of the
installation. For the very small
organization with only a few in
dividuals, each person performs a
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FIGURE 3
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Control

number of functions for the installa
tion. For the large installation, the
duties for each individual are much
more specialized and less all-encom
passing. As the number of individuals
in an installation grows, it becomes
necessary formally to organize the staff
to facilitate both its management and
the accomplishment of the objectives
established for it by the organization.
There are basically three general
patterns of organization: the func
tional organization, the grouped func
tional organization, and the staff-line
organization. These three patterns are
illustrated by Figures 3, 4, and 5. In
the functional organization the staff is
organized by skill or function. This ap
proach is frequently found in fairly un
complicated small to medium-sized
data processing operations with fairly
stable and predictable work loads. The
grouped functional organization is es
sentially an extension of the functional
organization, in which the functions
are grouped by kind. This pattern
usually occurs in larger organizations
in which an increase in the complexity
of the processing being done or an in
crease in the degree of programming
change and adaptation requires a
greater degree of formalized coordina
tion along with increased managerial
attention.
In the third general pattern of
organization, the staff-line organiza
tion, staff and line functions are
segregated. The staff functions usually
consist of planning, development, con
trol, and administrative services, while
the line functions generally include
programming, systems analysis, and
machine operations. The staff func
tions are organized essentially to pro
vide support services to the manage
ment of the data processing installa
tion and to the line activities. This
form of organization is particularly
efficient for an installation that must
function in an environment of rapid
change and that needs to respond
quickly to frequent demands for
changes in programming and opera
tion procedures.
Any of these three basic patterns or
organization (or variation of them)
represent acceptable and potentially
efficient organization of the installa
tion personnel. Usually the choice of
an organizational pattern is influenced
by the environment in which the in
stallation exists, the general attitude of
management, the size of the installa
tion, and the stage of development of

FIGURE 5

Staff/line organization.
(Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation)

the installation. Frequently the pattern
of organization will evolve over time,
in response to changes in the environ
ment in which the installation oper
ates. The particular form or pattern or
organization is less important than the
degree to which the installation man
agement provides for proper exercise
of control and protection of the infor
mation processed by the installation.
An appropriate separation of respon
sibilities occurs when the individuals
who have physical control of assets are
not the same individuals who have
responsibility for the financial records,
and when provision is made for a
series of checks and balances that
makes fraudulent use of the accounting
data more difficult and furnishes an
automatic routine review process that
can help discover unintentional errors.
In a data-processing installation this
concept of separation of respon
sibilities translates into an approach by
which the operators who have physical
control of the data do not participate
in the planning and development pro
cess that in effect establishes and

directs the record-keeping procedures.
The control group as an independent
third party checks on the results pro
duced by the operational activities,
using the control facilities built into
the system by the development group
to balance the data results obtained to
the criteria supplied by the users of the
data-processing installation. Although
the data and file control groups have
access to the data, they should not
have access to the programs, they must
depend on the operators to process the
data, and they must answer to the users
who are external to the installation.
While the separation between the plan
ning-development group, the opera
tions group, and the control group may
not be possible in an extremely small
installation, it is a highly desirable
minimum grouping and should be im
plemented wherever possible.
If an installation is of sufficient size,
further division can take place within
each of the three groups. Separation of
the systems analysis and design func
tion from the programming activities
provides a greater degree of indepenApril, 1979/31

IT IS TIME
TO CUT COSTS.
The means are available. We need but discover or adopt proven methods that
‘‘produce more output in less time at lower cost.”
SYNOPTIC’S extraordinary manual bookkeeping system shows the way. The
SYSTEM is so designed that trial balance, profit and loss and balance sheet
results are available on demand; monthly, daily or at any time after any
entry:—

• WITHOUT ENTRIES TO THE SEPARATE JOURNALS.
• WITHOUT TOTALLING AND BALANCING THE JOURNALS.
• WITHOUT TRANSFERRING THE JOURNALS’ CONTENTS TO LEDGER.
• WITHOUT TRANSFERRING THE LEDGER’S CONTENTS TO WORKSHEET.
• WITHOUT COMPUTERS OR ONE-WRITE HARDWARE.
SYNOPTIC’S single and joint depository gives you these multiple savings by
dispensing with the separate cash books, the separate journals and the
separate ledger and worksheet.

SYNOPTIC also offers the unprecedented capability of recording all transac
tions to the original and final sources in simultaneous one-time entries,
by-passing the conventional transfers while significantly reducing the error
factor.

occurrences, if he is familiar with the
computer system and its supporting
software, has a detailed knowledge of
the programs and files, and has ade
quate unsupervised time at the com
puter. At the same time, a good pro
grammer with access to the computer
and knowledge of the files has a similar
opportunity. Collusion between an
operator and a programmer could in
crease the possibilities of detailed
knowledge of program and access to
the computer. Installation manage
ment, therefore, must continually
guard against such possibilities. A con
tinuing effort should be made to insure
that the users of data-processing re
ports continually verify their accuracy
and usefulness, that the control of
physical assets be maintained sepa
rately from the record-keeping pro
cess, and that, wherever possible,
responsibilities within the data-pro
cessing department be segregated in
such a way as to minimize the oppor
tunities for fraudulent manipulation.

SYNOPTIC provides the best of 2 worlds. Massive time and cost reductions
and potentially larger clients’ fees by offering them operating reports in
greater frequency. This can expedite their detection and control of runaway
costs in our inflation plagued economy.

Yes, it’s good business to keep your clients in business.

NO RISK OFFER
Send $10.00 plus $1.19 postage for complete SYSTEM, approximately 1 year’s
use per client, including instructions and sample entries. It must cut time/
costs by 50% or return in 15 days for refund. Calif. buyers please add
sales tax.
• THE FIRST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN BOOKKEEPING SINCE THE 13TH CENTURY •

© SYNOPTIC

ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM
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The bottom line in manual bookkeeping
12830 Burbank Boulevard, Suite 114 • North Hollywood, California 91607 • (213) 763-5926

dence. Similarly, within the operations
area a separation of machine operators
from data librarians and program
libraries also provides a greater degree
of independence and control then ex
ists when the operator himself has ac
cess to program and data libraries as
well as to the computer.
Assignment of responsibility for
program maintenance to a separate
group can also provide insurance
against unauthorized changes or access
to the operating programs. Such a
32/The Woman CPA

group can physically control all copies
of operational programs. Further, they
can prevent additions or changes to
operating programs without for
malized authorization.
Deliberate attempts to use data-pro
cessing equipment to perpetrate fraud
are sometimes difficult to control.
Most will agree that a knowledgeable
intelligent operator can probably
manipulate data in a manner that
could overcome the program controls
and supervisory efforts to prevent such

1Organizing the Data Processing Installation,
IBM Manual No. C2O-1622 (New York: Inter
national Business Machines, 1965), p. 5
Reprinted by permission from Organizing the
Data Processing Installation. Copyright 1965
by International Business Machines Corpora
tion.
2Organizing the Data Processing Installation,
p. 6.

